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Tablets:

If you're in the market for a tablet, CNET's buying guide will set you
on the right path.
by Eric Franklin | October 30, 2012 2:16 PM PDT Updated: November 22, 2013 1:02 PM PST

In the market for a tablet? Your first choice should be the iPad Air
[http://www.cnet.com/ipad/] . It has the best overall performance, the deepest
software catalog, and a fantastic ecosystem supporting access to an incredible number
of apps, games, music, and video. However, if you like the idea of a high-performing
tablet, but you're not one for adding more cash to Apple's already substantial coffers,
the Amazon Kindle Fire HDX 8.9 [http://www.cnet.com/amazon-kindlefire-hdx-8-9-inch/] might be up your alley. With its incredibly high-resolution
screen, fast Qualcomm Snapdragon 800 processor, Amazon's robust ecosystem and
huge catalog of movies and TV shows, it succeeds in offering a viable alternative to the
iPad. If price is a concern, or you simply want a smaller tablet, the $229 Nexus 7
[http://www.cnet.com/google-nexus-7/] is powerful, comfortable, and along
with the provides one of the best Android tablet experiences yet. Check out the rest of
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the top tablets [http://www.cnet.com/best-tablets/] for more options.

Three rules for buying a tablet
1. Know your needs
There are plenty of important questions you should ask yourself before you plop down
cash for a tablet [http://reviews.cnet.com/tablets/] , but the most important is,
"What are you planning to use it for?"

(Credit: Josh Miller/CNET)

Are you looking to replace your PC, or do you simply want a device to indulge your
movies and TV-watching impulses while traveling? Either way, the specific needs you
have for a tablet will factor heavily into your choice. Will you require constant Internet
access? Is the ability to expand your storage capacity important to you? What about
HDMI? IR blasters? GPS?

2. Price doesn't tell the whole story
Just because a tablet is expensive doesn't mean you're getting a quality product worthy
of your dollar. Conversely, not all cheap tablets are worthless throwaway devices with
screens designed to induce glaucoma.
There's usually a good reason behind the price of each tablet. By taking a loss up front,
Amazon can offer its powerful Kindle Fire HDX 7 [http://www.cnet.com
/amazon-kindle-fire-hdx-7-inch/] tablets at affordable prices. Also, despite the fact
that the iPad Air [http://reviews.cnet.com/apple-ipad-air/] has no native
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HDMI or storage expansion support, Apple's flagship can justify its $500 starting price,
thanks to its fast performance, incredible app support, refined interface, and robust
ecosystem.
Look beyond the price.

3. The manufacturer matters
Choose your tablet manufacturer wisely. Computers aren't perfect, and tablets in
particular can be even less perfect. If there are problems, you'll want to make sure
you've chosen a vendor that will address said issues with frequent and effective
patches. Also, if you'd rather avoid headaches, you might want to choose a
manufacturer whose tablets aren't known for requiring frequent and effective patches.

(Credit: Josh Miller/CNET)

If you're planning to buy an Android [http://www.cnet.com/android-atlas/]
tablet, choose a vendor that has a reputation for updating to the latest version of
Android in a timely manner. Google tablets get the fastest updates, but Asus is usually
quick on its feet; some other vendors, not so much.
Research a particular manufacturer's reputation for supporting its tablets before you
buy.

Tablet sizes
7 to 8.3 inches (small)
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These are tablets with screen sizes measuring 7 to 8 inches diagonally across the screen.
Tablets of this size are usually lower priced and typically underpowered compared with
larger tablets. However, small tablets are much more portable and usually fit more
easily into purses and small bags. Some can even fit into pockets, depending on their
width.

(Credit: Josh Miller/CNET)

Since they can easily be held in one hand, 7-inchers make much better e-reader
alternatives compared with larger tablets, especially if you like to read in bed.
For people with smaller hands, limited space, or if you simply don't want to carry
around something larger and potentially heavy, 7-inch tablets are the best entry points
into the market.

8.9 to 10.1 inches (medium)
This is the category most mainstream tablets fall into. Medium-size tablets offer larger
screens and higher resolutions than their 7-inch counterparts. Larger screens are better
suited to movie watching, and certain games will benefit from the increased real estate
as well.
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(Credit: Josh Miller/CNET)

Medium-size tablets for the most part sport faster processors, and because of their
larger screens, they provide a unique experience that isn't quite matched on smaller
tablets. Games feel more interactive; movies and TV shows more immersive.
Though I'd much rather read a book on a 7-incher, for movies and games, medium is
where it's at.

Over 10.1 inches (large)
There are currently very few tablet-only devices that meet this criteria, but a few
Windows 8.1 hybrids do. Hybrids are both tablets (portable, touch screens) and PCs
(full Windows 8.1 compatibility, faster processors). These tablets usually start at just
under $1,000, like the Microsoft Surface Pro 2 [http://www.cnet.com
/microsoft-surface-pro-2/] and top out at around $1,500. I'm looking at you,
Razer Edge [http://www.cnet.com/laptops/razer-edge-procore/4505-3121_7-35561052.html] .
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(Credit: Sarah Tew/CNET)

Key considerations
Processor
Apple A7
You'll only find the A7 on the iPad Air and the iPad Mini Retina right now and while it
doesn't seem like a huge step above the A6X, at the very least it gives the iOS tablets
performance parity with the latest Windows RT, Android, and Amazon tablets. The A7
(in tandem with Apple's heavily optimized operating system) drives the iPad's apps to
load faster than on their Android brethren.
Nvidia Tegra
Nvidia's Tegra 4 has finally hit the market. Both Nvidia's own Shield
[http://www.cnet.com/consoles/nvidia-shield
/4505-10109_7-35566996.html] portable gaming system, the Microsoft Surface
2 [http://www.cnet.com/microsoft-surface-2/] and the HP Slatebook x2
[http://www.cnet.com/tablets/hp-slatebookx2/4505-3126_7-35761334.html] serve as the first official devices to house the new
processor. Thanks to its four high-performing CPU cores and 72 (!) GPU cores, Tegra 4
has proven an impressive processor for gaming.
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Nvidia's former flagship mobile processor, the Tegra 3, has unfortunately already seen
its best days and as of now serves only as an average-performing budget processor. It's
still capable for most needs; however, don't expect the latest games to look very
impressive on it.

(Credit: Nvidia)

Samsung Exynos
Samsung's proprietary Exynos processors usually don't disappoint in the speed
department; but, battery life hasn't typically set the world afire. Which, depending on
your interpretation of that last sentence, is probably a good thing, however negatively I
meant it.
The latest is its Octa 5, and instead of just throwing in a bunch of cores to inflate the
chip's performance, Samsung has instead attempted to establish new levels of
power/performance efficiency. In other words, Samsung wants to make your tablet's
battery last longer without gimping the device's speed. The company also appears
committed [http://news.cnet.com/8301-1035_3-57595010-94/samsungupdates-exynos-5-octa-with-double-the-graphics-processing/] to making sure
the chip doesn't fall behind the competition. The Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 2014
Edition is one of the few tablets to house the chip.
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(Credit: Qualcomm)

Qualcomm Snapdragon
The Snapdragon 800 seems like it's in every new tablet, including both the Kindle Fire
HDX 7 and 8.9, as well as the Nokia Lumia 2520. The 800 is no joke when it comes to
games and overall system performance

Screen quality
You say you want a sharp, bright screen with fantastic viewing angles? Such qualities
are dictated by the screen's resolution and panel type. Currently, the highest-resolution
of any tablet screen is 2,560x1,600 pixels, with the iPad Air and iPad Mini Retina
directly behind it at 2,048,x1,536 pixels. The higher the resolution, the sharper the
images look on the screen.
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(Credit: James Martin/CNET)

Panel type will determine whether images maintain their quality when viewed from off
angles or how bright the screen can get. A tablet's panel type will also dictate how
vibrant and accurate colors are.
When choosing a tablet, make sure the panel is an in-plane switching (IPS) or plane
line switching (PLS) screen. Anything less and the difference in quality will be readily
apparent.

Operating system and software platform
iOS
Since its inception in the first iPhone, iOS has been the software powering Apple
mobile devices. iOS thrives thanks to a deep media ecosystem that allows for sharing
across devices, a gargantuan app catalog, and its very simple, user-friendly interface.
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(Credit: Screenshot by Eric Franklin/CNET)

Android
Though it doesn't offer as many apps as iOS, Android has definitely made strides of late
with its media ecosystem. Movies, TV shows, magazines, and games, in particular, have
seen vast improvements in quantity and quality of selections. Also, expect a more
customizable OS than any other. Android's freshest version, 4.4, is set to appear on
tablets other than Google's soon.
Windows 8.1 and Windows RT 8.1
The new Windows interface has a learning curve that will discourage some people;
however, if you're willing to put some time into it, once you get the hang of things, it
proves an elegant and powerful tablet UI solution. Its built-in music-streaming service
is great and has rich support for movies and TV shows. Its apps selection has improved
since launch, but compared with the competition, it's still lacking.
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(Credit: Screenshot by Eric Franklin/CNET)

Amazon's Fire OS
Running only on Kindle Fire tablets, the carousel-based interface sorts your content by
category and has the deepest support for books of any tablet. Amazon Prime members
benefit from free streaming of its entire video catalog as well as access to its lending
library of books. Don't expect nearly as many apps as Android and iOS have at their
disposal, however.
The two new Fire HDX tablets also have access to near instant customer service via
video chat, thanks to Amazon's ambitious new feature called Mayday.

Storage options
Content is an integral part of the tablet experience. Whether it's movies, music, games,
or books, for many people, content is the only reason to own one of these slates.
My point is, you're going to need a place to store said content. Capacities typically start
off at 8GB and are doubled from there, increasing from $50 to $100 each time storage
is doubled.
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(Credit: Josh Miller/CNET)

Some tablets include storage expansion options like microSD cards, which can allow
you to increase your storage capacity at a fraction of the cost (32GB microSD cards go
for around $20). Others include a limited amount of free cloud storage with purchase.
Also, be aware that the tablet's OS can sometimes take up a good 20 percent of its
capacity. So, 8GB of storage is never really 8GB of storage.

Design
Tablets are extremely tactile devices, and you'll want to make sure yours feels great in
your hands. Weight and dimensions play a large part in this, but also balance. Two
different tablets can share the same weight, yet one somehow feels lighter. Thanks to
care being taken to evenly distribute its internal components from the very beginning of
the design stage, well-designed tablets can feel better in your hands. If you can touch a
tablet before you buy, you'll greatly increase the likelihood of making an informed
purchasing decision.
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(Credit: Josh Miller/CNET)

Also, make sure there are no jagged edges or sharp corners that tend to dig into your
palm while holding the tablet. For smaller tablets, you may want to confirm that the
tablet will fit into your pocket, purse, or fanny pack or that its light enough for your
kids to handle without fear of them dropping it.
[http://www.cnet.com/profile/efranklin/]

About Eric Franklin [http://www.cnet.com/profile/efranklin/]
Eric Franklin is a senior editor covering tablets and monitors. He's managed CNET's
San Francisco testing lab the last 9 years and has written for CNET, covering everything
from CPUs to games, for more than a decade.
[http://plus.google.com/114152150496380806218/]
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APPLE BYTE

The best trivia game on iOS is QuizUp
QuizUp is the newest must-have App on iOS. Rumors point to a 4K big screen iPad and
Apple acquires Topsy.
Play Video »

[]

Member Comments
404 Comments/
Log in []
36 people following

Commenting FAQs [http://www.cnet.com
/2706-1_1-1954.html] / Guidelines [http://www.cnet.com
+ Follow conversationSharePost Comment As...
/2706-1_1-1947.html]
Newest [] /Oldest [] /Top Comments []

higgsbosun1 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/higgsbosun1] Nov 30,
2013
RE: screen quality. The Google Nexus 10 in the picture has the highest quality 2560 X 1600 pixel screen.

/ like []reply []
deepidea [http://www.cnet.com/profile/deepidea] Nov 29, 2013
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Xperia tablet Z is one of the best tablets out there !!!

/ like []reply []
ABroad59 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/ABroad59] Nov 29, 2013
Nobody talks about the still marvelous iPad 2 that I just bought this morning at Target for only $385.00 CDN with a
free bonus $115.00 gift card included. Couldn't be more happy...

/ like []reply []
JRDroid [http://www.cnet.com/profile/JRDroid] Nov 29, 2013
@ABroad59 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/ABroad59] Because an iPad 2 is worth what you paid. It is a two
year old and a half year old tablet. If someone owns one, it may not be replaced yet, but it isn't worth buying.

/ 2like []reply []
arc_salvo [http://www.cnet.com/profile/arc_salvo] Nov 30, 2013
@JRDroid [http://www.cnet.com/profile/JRDroid] @ABroad59 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/ABroad59]
I've got to agree. 2 years ago or so it was a great tablet, nowadays, I wonder why Apple didn't just make the iPad 4
the $399 tablet alongside the iPad 5/Air.
The hardware on the iPad 2's aging, along with the hardware in the original iPad Mini.

/ 1like []reply []
slapppy [http://www.cnet.com/profile/slapppy] Nov 29, 2013
Definitely the best is Apple iPads....PERIOD!

/ like []reply []
Hamalot [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Hamalot] Nov 29, 2013
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Would CNET PLEASE stop it with the pop up videos.
With respect Eric, I almost did not read the article the pop ups were so annoying. btw, bought a 32 gb wifi Air last
night online.

/ 1like []reply []
aleighp [http://www.cnet.com/profile/aleighp] Nov 28, 2013
I'm looking for a tablet that won't break the bank for my special needs nephew. His parents use the tablet to help
with cause and effect tasks. Any suggestions? We are looking for something that is cheaper than an Ipad, if
possible. Thanks!

/ like []reply []
DarkHawke [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DarkHawke] Nov 29, 2013
@aleighp [http://www.cnet.com/profile/aleighp] Depends on the special needs. Check with the parents or
anyone who's helping with the boy's difficulties about appropriate apps for Android. The Nexus 7 is comparable in
performance to the iPad Mini but at a substantially lower price, so if it has the apps he needs, you're good to go.

/ like []reply []
aleighp [http://www.cnet.com/profile/aleighp] Nov 29, 2013
@DarkHawke [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DarkHawke] @aleighp [http://www.cnet.com/profile/aleighp]
Thank you so much! We will definitely check that out. I looked at the apps available for Android and the ones he
uses on Ipad are available on Android. I really appreciate your response!

/ like []reply []
DarkHawke [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DarkHawke] Nov 30, 2013
@aleighp [http://www.cnet.com/profile/aleighp] You're quite welcome. I hope things work out well for your
nephew.
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/ like []reply []
Enzo404 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Enzo404] Nov 29, 2013
@aleighp [http://www.cnet.com/profile/aleighp] Nexus 7, fairly well price and has the newest features with
4.4. I suggest taking a look into that one, the 2013 model of course. Good luck.

/ 1like []reply []
ABroad59 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/ABroad59] Nov 29, 2013
Hey Enzo, please stop bothering us with the Nexus 7. It's a good tablet but cannot be compared at all to ANY Apple
iPads. Everybody knows that Android tablets are for those who can't afford premium products. For those who can,
Apple is and will always be there to please and satisfy them...

/ like []reply []
jwhite326 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/jwhite326] Nov 29, 2013
@ABroad59 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/ABroad59] No offense, but if this comment is serious (maybe it's a
joke), I think somebody may be drinking a little too much Apple juice.
Enzo was responding to a poster who specifically said that the family is "looking for something that is cheaper than
an ipad." If you're only looking to spend around $200 (believe it or not, not everybody can afford the Apple tax), the
Nexus 7 is a pretty good option.
I've owned iPads, and I've owned Android tablets. From what I've observed, if they've got the appropriate apps for
what you need (and in this instance, it sounds like they do), the operating system doesn't matter all that much.
That said, I do agree that many people appear to pleasure themselves with (to?) their Apple products -- such
undying devotion, while admirable, strikes me as odd.

/ 1like []reply []
Wild-North [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Wild-North] Nov 26, 2013
I agree that Eric missed the boat on this one. He writes as if he is afraid to give an honest opinion. IMHO he missed
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a crucial feature by not mentioning pen input as an option. Pen input is king. Once you try a tablet that implements
pen well (like the Galaxy note) You simply can never go back.

/ 2like []reply []
Enzo404 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Enzo404] Nov 29, 2013
@Wild-North [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Wild-North] The other thing he forgot to mention is aspect ratio. If
you're looking at watching a lot of videos, you definitely want a 16:9 (widescreen) tablet to allow you to watch
movies properly, something the ipads aren't really meant for. And with stereo speakers alongside the 1080p screen,
the 2013 N7 really knocks it out of the park.

/ 1like []reply []
nc911 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/nc911] Nov 25, 2013
this article is useless because the writer is afraid to express any opinions.
You wil have to go to CONSUMER REPORTS if you want real help.

/ 1like []reply []
Ladylicorish4 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Ladylicorish4] Nov 19,
2013
I must say I have thoroughly enjoyed reading all the tips and comments. Most of you really know your stuff. I am
looking to buy a tablet. I am definitely a cheapskate... but I want something I don't have to replace next year. I was
looking at the Nook HD or HD+ .. BUT...a key feature I need is a camera. I skype a lot! I want to watch movies, read
books some, social media stuff, surf the web and some mild gaming.
Please someone help a woman out! Thanks ^_^

/ like []reply []
DarkHawke [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DarkHawke] Nov 29, 2013
@Ladylicorish4 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Ladylicorish4] Check out the Nexus 7. Substantially cheaper
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than an iPad Mini, but extremely close, spec-wise. It'll hit all the points you mention, though I wish Amazon Instant
Video was available, which would help with the movies. Netflix and Hulu Plus *are* available, and Amazon does
have the Kindle app for it, so you're set with the reading. I've yet to use a tablet/phone that's given me as good a
browsing experience as a full-fledged computer, but at least with an Android device you get to choose from a
number of different browsers, including Chrome and Firefox. Gaming is GREAT on Android, and of course you can
run the plethora of social media apps, including Skype.

/ 1like []reply []
ABroad59 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/ABroad59] Nov 29, 2013
Hey Hawke, please stop bothering us with the Nexus 7. It's a good tablet but cannot be compared at all to ANY
Apple iPads. Everybody knows that Android tablets are for those who can't afford premium products. For those who
can, Apple is and will always be there to please and satisfy them...

/ like []reply []
DarkHawke [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DarkHawke] Nov 30, 2013
@ABroad59 I know you're trolling, since this is virtually the same response you posted to someone else who
advocated getting a Nexus 7. Nonetheless, if you can't admit that the Nexus 7 is at least comparable in
specifications to the iPad Mini, you're denying reality solely to suit your own biases. Look at the reviews, look at the
specs; they're pretty darn close, with some (arguable) performance advantages and screen size going to the iPad
Mini. If you add in the price differential, which Ladylicorish4 and another user cited as an important factor, the
Nexus 7 is the better value. Clearly Apple is a quality choice. The company has been a true innovator in this
market, defining it if not having created it. The Android-based competition has been playing catch-up ball, but much
as with the smartphone market (which Apple similarly made relevant), they've all but caught up. You don't like it?
You don't have to. But to just declare that nothing can compare to the iPads without citing facts as to why, is at best
pointless.

/ like []reply []
klmog [http://www.cnet.com/profile/klmog] Nov 17, 2013
looking to replace dell laptop with a tablet..need to be online with email, real estate job related functions, word
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processing etc.. i do want a keyboard that is separate, not just on the tablet itself...anyone know anything about the
d2?

/ like []reply []
Orion725 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Orion725] Nov 14, 2013
I'm confused as to what I should get. I'm a photographer and digital artist, so I want something that can accomodate
a large file photos and graphics, can take good high res photos and allow me to edit, draw and paint...so a larger
screen is best. Aside from that, I would likely use it for games, internet access, books, etc but that is not the main
consideration
I basically need something is portable and maekes photois and art easy to work on. I also cannot afford something
very expensive.
Any suggestions on what I should check out?

/ like []reply []
studherenerdno [http://www.cnet.com/profile/studherenerdno] Nov
15, 2013
@Orion725 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Orion725] Ipad mini retina screen, witha lightning sd card reader or
still get the ipad mini retina and a wifi meebo sdcard. Youll thank me later.

/ like []reply []
DarkHawke [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DarkHawke] Nov 29, 2013
@Orion725 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Orion725] I hear your budget constraints, but if you're serious about
your craft, I wouldn't steer you towards anything but a full-fledged laptop computer, for the screen size if for no other
reason. You might look at the Dell or Apple outlet stores online to see what they have refurbished. Sometimes
they're just machines that were returned because the buyer changed his/her mind, but they can't sell them at new
prices anymore, even though they're virtually new machines.
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/ like []reply []
BBanzhaf [http://www.cnet.com/profile/BBanzhaf] Nov 4, 2013
Don't know if my comment went through. Not sure what to get, read 5 reasons not get Apple Air, then read buyer
guide and Apple is on top. I'm a real estate broker needing internet, and Microsoft Office. Also, have MLS apps that
use IE. Do have to do presentations, and understand that is an Apple feature.

/ like []reply []
smithnathaniel [http://www.cnet.com/profile/smithnathaniel] Nov 8,
2013
@BBanzhaf For you I would suggest a Surface RT, a Dell Venue 8, a Surface Pro (If money doesn't matter), or
Android. With Android, you can get Microsoft Office, but it costs a lot of money. With the Surface RT you get
Microsoft Office, including the ability to do presentations on Powerpoint. And with the RT, you can get Microsoft's
keyboard. (I know you said nothing about a keyboard, but that is something you'll want for MS Word.) On the other
hand, the Androids won't support IE, but can these apps run on Google Chrome? I think your best bet would be a
Windows RT tablet, but your MLS apps might not work. Why? Because RT can only use Metro apps. You could
even go with a Dell Venue 8 Pro, (or possibly something of the like.) since they have full-fledged Windows 8.1. With
the Surface Pro, MS Word will not come preinstalled, which means even more money. In the end, it's your decision.
And on the subject of the IPad, Cnet is filled with Apple fanboys, so their Apple reviews are useless. Hope this
helps!

/ 2like []reply []
arc_salvo [http://www.cnet.com/profile/arc_salvo] Nov 30, 2013
@BBanzhaf [http://www.cnet.com/profile/BBanzhaf]
Probably a Surface Pro that runs full Windows 8.1 would be your best bet. Especially if you need IE.

/ like []reply []
hunter15123 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/hunter15123] Nov 3,
2013
I am looking for a table for my 10/11 yr old for about $100 or less. I would like it to run apps, games, etc. preferably
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with access to Google play store. Any suggestions or an article reviewing lower cost tablets?
Thank you!

/ like []reply []
Enzo404 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Enzo404] Nov 29, 2013
@hunter15123 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/hunter15123] You might take a look at the 2012 Nexus 7 tablet.
They may be harder to find, but a refurbished model could cost you around $129 which isn't a bad deal.

/ like []reply []
arc_salvo [http://www.cnet.com/profile/arc_salvo] Nov 30, 2013
@hunter15123
The Nextbook Tablets available on Walmart and other places are good for that, if you don't mind a 3-5 hour battery
life. They start at about $70 for a single core tablet, $80 for a dual core, and $100 for an 8 inch dual core. All of the
devices have 1 gb of ram and 8 gb of storage.
I also saw a Google Play certified Visual Land tablet that comes with a case that's a good deal. 16gb of flash
storage, similar specs to the dual core Nextbooks, but with about double the battery life and double the storage
space. It's a great deal, but only available online. Most of the Nextbooks are available in physical stores. The other
thing is that I've only seen 2 Visual Land tablets that are actually Google Play certified. Others have crap knock-off
app stores like GetJar.
Personally, I recommend the Hisense Sero 7 Pro, which is currently on sale at Newegg (refurbished) for $85 for
their Black Friday deal. I just got one for myself. In addition to having a Quad-Core Nvidia Tegra 3 Processor with 1
gb of ram and 8 gb of storage, it also has an HD IPS 1280 x 800 screen, dual cameras including a 5.0 MP rear
camera WITH FLASH (almost impossible to find on any tablet, if the tablet even has a rear camera) GPS,
Bluetooth, NFC, and USB and Mini-HDMI ports along with a MicroSD card slot.
At it's normal price of around $130 it's a good buy. At around $100 or less it's amazing. The only knock I have
against it is that it's around 0.8 lbs. A little bit hefty.
Edit: I also feel that I have to add that the Sero 7 Pro is one of the only Tablets I've seen that actually works with
those flashlight apps that use a camera's LED flash. That's because (as I wrote above) it's one of the only tablets
I've ever seen that even bothers to have a flash for the camera. Tablets twice the price or more actually don't.
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/ like []reply []
arc_salvo [http://www.cnet.com/profile/arc_salvo] Nov 30, 2013
Oh, I forgot to mention that dual stereo speakers on the Sero 7 Pro. It doesn't have one of those weak Single/Mono
speakers that doesn't get loud enough. I also feel that I should say that the NFC doesn't support electronic wallet
functions.
Please note that this is the Hisense Sero 7 PRO, their lower-priced/spec tablet the Sero 7 LT sucks, in my opinion
and should be avoided in favor of tablets that have the same price but much more features.

/ like []reply []
conelmonkey [http://www.cnet.com/profile/conelmonkey] Sep 13,
2013
Hi everybody, I'm trying to find the best tablet for the following funtion: In my laptop over the internet I Always receive
power point presentation with music, but when i try to watch them in my actual tablet (Kindle Fire) I only see the
text, photos of the presentations with NO SOUND, wich tablet would play the sound of power point presentations
from emails i receive?

thank you

/ like []reply []
smithnathaniel [http://www.cnet.com/profile/smithnathaniel] Nov 8,
2013
@conelmonkey The Surface RT or Dell Venue 8 Pro. You can only use Androids (which have to get MS Word on
them $) or Windows RT, or the Dell has it preinstalled. Best of the two is definitely the Dell, since it costs less, and
isn't RT. (RT limits you to only apps gotten from the MS app store.)

/ 1like []reply []
Wowie Zowie [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Wowie+Zowie] Nov 29,
2013
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@conelmonkey [http://www.cnet.com/profile/conelmonkey] you can use Keynote on an iPad to play
PowerPoint presentations. Keynote is free now with a purchase. I've found that it's actually better to produce
presentations with than PowerPoint. Keynote was built to be more graphically oriented and has many nice features
and transitions. Check it out in an Apple store. You can also check Keynote out in iCloud.

/ 1like []reply []
AIstudentKM [http://www.cnet.com/profile/AIstudentKM] Aug 31,
2013
Eric Franklin, I am slightly envious of the sound of your job.
Great comprehensive article, thanks for the info.

/ like []reply []
rishabh_mission [http://www.cnet.com/profile/rishabh_mission] Aug
18, 2013
I'm thinking of buying a "Swipe" tablet . May anyone tell me about this Brand "Swipe"?

/ like []reply []
Phoenix1993 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Phoenix1993] Aug 7,
2013
Hi everybody my name is steven, im deeply confused as to what to get tablet wise...to be honest i dont know that
much , all i know is im wanting something to watch movies tv ,youtube skype chatting internet use information
gathering , takin photos so definetly front and rear camera , u know im 20 years old young havin fun In the National
Guard fiance..im livin so i need somethin that can provide all that and not be slow somethin thatll work anywhere be
fast damn good quality and just all around a handy tool to have , so i wether its android , google , ipad samsung
HELP ME OUT HERE everybody PLease !!
Thank you , SPC Steven Koontz

/ like []reply []
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Novel8 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Novel8] Jul 20, 2013
No matter what mobile device you choose...it is only as good as your wi-fi connection...Poor to fair connection, the
all suck.

/ 1like []reply []
DonBans [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DonBans] Jul 19, 2013
CNET... when will you and your paid fanboy bloggers stop the unbiased and half-baked articles towards Microsoft
and its products?
I am happy the article asked the question, "What are you planning to use it for"; it meaning your tablet!
Maybe Mr. Franklin can start by clearly stating the main uses of tablets and then comparing the devices and
ecosystem that works best in their various scenario.
Let me help him re-write some part of his article.
As an key part to mobile computing, the use of tablet computers can be divided into three main usage groups.
1. Tablets used mostly (85% or more) for information consumption (meaning lite email reading and replying,
websites, Facebook, instagram, and other social network type functions),
2. Tablets used for both production / creation (business usage in medium to heavy blogging, word processing
content creation, manipulation, etc.) and consumption of information (as in the category above)
3. Tablets streamlined for specific uses (these tablets generally perform a single function extremely well, while giving
users the ability to use other features but in a less optimized manner). An example is an ebook reader or a mobile
credit card tablet.
Mr Franklin, your Nexus and Ipads are best in the class for tablets used mostly for information consumption
(Category 1 above). Generally these tablets are designed for the general public for social networking, information
consumption, and extremely light professional usage. Wouldn't you agree Mr. Franklin?
(Continued below)

/ 2like []reply []
DonBans [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DonBans] Jul 19, 2013
Wouldn't you agree as well that when it comes to the second category of tablets, your Ipads and Nexus can not
really compete against Microsoft Surface RT or its partners Win RT based tablets? For example, I am writing
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this entire comment from a Surface RT 8.1 tablet. Its keyboard add-on which doubles as a screen cover is best in its
class. I intentionally purchased the cheaper 32GB version of Surface RT since I knew I will be purchasing a 64GB
SD card. The Surface RT comes with a built-in Micro SD slot. (Nexus 7, 10 & iPad has no Micro SD port.
http://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2012/11/nexus-10-tablet-is-a-solid-house-built-on-shifting-sands/
[http://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2012/11/nexus-10-tablet-is-a-solid-house-built-on-shifting-sands/] ) . The
Nexus is way better than the iPad when it comes to storage options. At least it sports a USB slot.
Mr. Frankilin, I am sure if Microsoft tablets fell short on storage options, you would have clearly highlighted those
short comings. It is quite interesting that under your storage sub category, you completely did not mention that
Surface RT and other tablets with Win RT or Windows 8.x excel in the area of add-on storage. And please, do not
mention about cloud storage. Skydrive works across all platforms... though it is seamlessly integrated with Windows
8.x. But skydrive, icloud, etc. would not really be of much help if your are in an airplane... would they? Neither would
it make a lot sense downloading your local copy of Resident Evil (HD), a 4GB download over LTE. If one does not
have a good mobile internet access plan, 4GB of data download could cost a lot of $$.
A category you completely fail to include is multitasking. Well.... we know that Windows 8.x tablets with the
snap feature and gesture control multitasking capabilities is the best. Windows 8.x tablets like my Surface RT is not
even on the same league when it comes to multitasking. For example, I have Bing snapped on my left side of my
monitor for research, while I am typing on IE11 tab which host this article/comment page.
I hear people say ... I can install team viewer and work on any windows machine. True. Try using RDP (aka Remote
Desktop), the native terminal access service client in Windows RT against a Windows 8.x machine. The RDP
experience is seamless. The native touch experience on your Windows 8.x machines are seamlessly transferred via
RDP to your Windows RT client. Microsoft should dub Windows 8.x to Windows 8.x as RDP 8 xPerience.
Furthermore, with built in Office Suite of desktop application in Surface RT (lite version), no third party apps in the
Nexus and iPad can come close to the productivity that MS Word, Excel, can offer in the business and education
sectors!
For network administrator and systems analyst in corporate America, your tablet of choice mostly should be a
Windows 8.x based, especially if you work within a Windows Server environment. Using my Surface for example, I
can run light LAN diagnostics utilities using the built in command line interface (cmd), and run commands such as
nslookup, ping, netstat, etc. There is no learning curve involve. Windows RT cmd environment is the same as in any
Windows computer.
Talking about learning curve, Mr. Franklin makes a bold statement that there is a learning curve involved in
Windows 8 UI. What a laugh!! All new platforms require that all new users learn a thing or two about their platform
or device. This is true for iPads, Nexus, etc. Windows RT and Windows 8.x is a hybrid OS. My 4 year old niece
would not let go of my Surface RT....but she also loves her mom's iPhone and she can easily navigate the iPhone
as she does her Windows 8.x touch ultra book.
Microsoft's design of Windows 8.x OS and UI is more than futuristic. Its just a matter of time before Google and
Apple outright completely copy this design of the OS. Hardware manufacturers are already doing this. There are
lots hybrid tablets out there, running Android (so users can enjoy the 700+ thousand apps) and conventional
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Windows 8.x.. Apple's Tim Cook compares the Windows 8 OS design to combining a Toaster and a Refrigerator.
Wow... such a business man......such a powerful blow to its one of its biggest competitor Microsoft; but, how
misleading to innocent consumers! Tablets are computers. As a matter of fact, Microsoft under Bill Gates pioneered
tablet computing. You remember the third category of tablets above... the ones tailored for specific task like
e-readers? Microsoft with Windows Embedded and its partners had been selling tablets to the medical,
transportation, and many other industries for decades before Apple and Google came on board. Microsoft's belief is
that as we advance into the future, humans should carry a single main computing device. While peripheral devices
either share resources with this central computer or just act as an I/O device. In layman's words, it does not make
sense for any body to carry 10 devices on them. I completely stopped carrying a laptop. Tell me.. Do I need one? I
have a replacement. Its called my Surface RT. It does MS Word, Excel, has outlook (Corporate account), I can run
ping, nslookup, multiple picture editing tools /app, I can carry 6 4GB HD movies over the Atlantic, and most
importantly, while traveling abroad, I can make free phone calls around the world using Skype. Microsoft's only
mistake in my opinion is that it did not provide a way of disabling its Metro UI in non-touch desktop Windows 8.x
computers. Metro UI sucks in pure desktop environment! I believe Windows 8.1 will be addressing this issue.
Hybrid tablets/laptops or what ever you guys wish to call these mobile devices are the future. With the type
of devices, one can truly have a unified mobile computing platform which cater for both information creation and
consumption. Mr. Cook, my Win RT is like combining a Porsche 911 and a soccer mom's minivan; The resulting
product is like a BMW X6M; a cross platform! Though I will not be able to have my ex-wife carry 10 kids to a soccer
game, she would safely carry 5 of them in style; and quickly do two trips to accommodate all 10 kids. You get my
point!
There is a negligible learning curve involved in the desktop portion of Windows 8 (especially in 8.1) . As a matter of
fact, once you learn Windows 8's minor tricks, you will definitely appreciate the ingenuity of the OS. Call me a
Microsoft fanboy if you wish..... I will love to say simply that by using Microsoft technology and ecosystem, I am able
to own and run two distinct companies, and have a social life close to that of P-Diddy (excluding the private jets and
ladies)! And yes I am still super cool with all my devices, including my almost unique Nokia Lumia. I am not scared
to stand out..... these time around, I am not standing out because of "fanboyism" but simply because I wish to add
information that consumers (professionals and non-professionals, information / content consumers and creators)
can use to truly make informed decision about their mobile device or platform.
Finally, when you talk of ecosystem, please restrict the scope to either consumer or business. As we all know,
Apple combined with Google does have little or no ecosystem in corporate America.

/ 4like []reply []
DonBans [http://www.cnet.com/profile/DonBans] Jul 19, 2013
Thanks
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/ 1like []reply []
jbones42 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/jbones42] Jul 18, 2013
My wife just bought an Acer Iconia A1-810 tablet from HSN. She said she like the way it let her learn about
computers. She liked my Daughter in Laws' Samsung Smart Phone. I did not question her buying. The 5-finger
wake up was amazing to me. It has Android JB 4.2.2 and uses a Media Tek Arm 7 clone for a processor. I helped
her setup to our WiFi network. She was lost on You Tube for a while. Then she discovered Google Earth. Now I
don't bother with trying to teach her anything. She will be an Android master soon.. I started being a Low Level
Geek in 1976 with my Sinclair Z-80. And it still works. Ha Ha.
Our comments Only

/ 2like []reply []
Nona_ [] Jul 17, 2013
How about including a section on what is required if you want to upgrade the tablet.

/ like []reply []
Enzo404 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Enzo404] Nov 29, 2013
@Nona_ [] Upgrade a tablet? Throw a case on it and put in a microSD card if it supports it.

/ 1like []reply []
EvilSteveC [http://www.cnet.com/profile/EvilSteveC] Jul 16, 2013
I was wondering how much kick back you are getting from Apple. Every article seems to say Apple should be your
first choice, even if the article basically contradicts that very statement (Like this one).
I am not going to get into why IOS management and objective-c are in essence the reasons apple's baby will
become left in the dust, after all that is your job. However, how can I trust someone that appears to be taking money
to up sell apple above it's station.
Everyone says how nice apple looks, if that is true why did the last version of IOS copy Android? Just another long
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list of things apple tries to take credit for after someone else developed it. Are their members really that narrow
minded?
This from a company that put out the 1984 product sales advert. Now they are the man, controlling and
domineering instead of creative and progressive.

/ 2like []reply []
dragonflyr [http://www.cnet.com/profile/dragonflyr] Jul 16, 2013
Nook HD+. Best thing going right now. Great hardware. Play store support. Install a different launcher .. nice, full
blown tablet on the cheap!

/ 2like []reply []
Curious_One [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Curious_One] Jul 16,
2013
I love my Kindle Fire HD 7. Got it before it went larger, but it works for what I need. I use my computer at my office
but when I need to keep up or touch base somewhere, it fits in my purse and is so handy. Definitely great to have if
you have to sit in a waiting room and pass the time. And, as long as you have some wifi around, you can do
practically anything - it's Android based - and if not, play a game till you do! :) And the price was only $200. Books,
movies, games, notes, email, a so-so camera but it has one, it's a great deal - and I don't work for them!

/ 1like []reply []
Alchemist585 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/Alchemist585] Jul 15,
2013
When it comes to the smaller size tablets, most reviewers continue to sing the praises of the Nexus 7 for two
reasons: 1- it's Google, and 2- it's relatively inexpensive. However, these positive reviews are based on evaluation &
testing done mainly within the first couple of months of its release and are being perpetuated even today despite a
number of reports from owners that the devise has shown steady deterioration in performance with continued use. A
number of tech observers note that this time-related deterioration is probably due to cheap-quality parts used by
Asus to manufacture Nexus7 in order to bring its cost down to <$200. Another contributing factor might be related to
the fact that the initial batches were rushed in order to meet Google release schedule. Remember, you get what you
pay for.
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/ like []reply []
jetmetalsam [http://www.cnet.com/profile/jetmetalsam] Jul 15, 2013
I bought the Samsung Galaxy 3 8.0 a few days ago and i am impressed.
http://www.phonearena.com/phones/compare/Samsung-Galaxy-Tab-3-8-inch,Apple-iPad-mini/phones
/7871,7523 [http://www.phonearena.com/phones/compare/Samsung-Galaxy-Tab-3-8-inch,AppleiPad-mini/phones/7871,7523]
Check the numbers, it smokes the Mini. Maybe that would explain the hate.

/ like []reply []
navelbutton [http://www.cnet.com/profile/navelbutton] Jul 16, 2013
@jetmetalsam [http://www.cnet.com/profile/jetmetalsam] I am planning on buying the Samsung Galaxy 2 7
inch tablet;
On a unrelated side note: I have a Galaxy DX-959 CB radio, if you are old enough to remember the CB radio craze
back in the 70's. The radio does NOT do e-mail, but it talks very far!!!!!!! https://sites.google.com
/site/galaxyradios/amateur-and-cb-radios/cb-radios/galaxy-dx-959 [https://sites.google.com
/site/galaxyradios/amateur-and-cb-radios/cb-radios/galaxy-dx-959]

/ 1like []reply []
bwana2 [http://www.cnet.com/profile/bwana2] Sep 3, 2013
@navelbutton [http://www.cnet.com/profile/navelbutton] @jetmetalsam [http://www.cnet.com/profile
/jetmetalsam] If you boost the power into the *illegal* range, you might go 25 miles, right? I don't think that's as far
as e-mail can go. However, it's the best "app" to use when driving in the desert on I-15. You can hear all the traffic
and Smoky the Bear reports as well as broadcast your own. The truckers are very friendly for the most part!

/ like []reply []
kevingab [http://www.cnet.com/profile/kevingab] Jul 16, 2013
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@jetmetalsam [http://www.cnet.com/profile/jetmetalsam]
I just bought the Galaxy 3 8.0 last weekend. It is a tremendous improvement over the Galaxy Tab 7.0. Very
impressive tablet, I just wish there was an LTE version. I also have a ipad mini with LTE as my daily tablet for email
and web stuff. I have no complaints with the mini, it has been rock solid and speedy. Definitely some real
competition in this segment, which is good for all of us.

/ like []reply []
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